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I love you
like
fire loves
wood
I was
finally
dropping
off to sleep when the phone dinged. Three texts in quick
Rain
loves clouds
succession,
and then the ringing. I thought it might be the hospital, so I groped for it and
picked
it up.
Down
the line
and
the sun
loves
a clear
skycame noise and bonhomie.
“Julie! Sorry, did I wake you up?” Not the hospital. A voice from the past. Stephen
My
love
for you
pools in my heart
like a tsunami
MacIntyre,
my ex-boyfriend's
best mate.
Destroying everything in its path
“ Steve, it’s 3 a.m.what do you think?”
Sweeping over everything with waves of emotion
hear
theaccord
Golden Years - switched off abruptly.
SpillingI could
out into
themusic
world- AC/DC,
on its own
Manifesting itself in chaste kisses, longing sighs and loving hugs
“Oh, right," he said. “I thought... you’d be up studying or something.”
Sure. I waited, yawning. Soon Stevo and the boys would launch into what they
The love we share is rare
wanted. Back in the days before Siri and Alexa - both, I notice, programmed with obliging
It’s the type of love old legends are written about
female voices on call 24/7 - I was the go-to information channel for these guys. Julie!
The type kingdoms went to war for
Listen, does three of a kind beat a full house? Julie! What’s the punchline to that joke about
The type that mothers tell their daughters as bedtime stories
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Our love is pure like a babbies laugh
Giggling and squealing
Untouched by the harsh realities of the world
And causing all those around to stop and look
It’s like stardust
Special and rare
Something to be cherished
But also something that be easily lost
Our love is also fragile
Like glass left in the cold
One wrong move and it could shatter
Scattering millions of pieces everywhere
But even if my heart is broken
You can fix it with just one kiss
With a hug or even just a look
The love we have is written in the stars
The type of love anyone would want
We’re soulmates and I wouldn’t give you up for anything
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